MQ Open Access Policy

MQ seeks to promote advances in medical science and its translation into benefits for the general population. We believe that sharing scientific research findings which have been supported by MQ, either in full or in part, should be disseminated as widely and as open as possible (Open Access) with availability to all.

That is why MQ requires our awardees to be aware of and support the unrestricted online access to scientific publications to both researchers and members of the public who support our cause.

MQ is joining [has joined] the OA repository Europe PMC. Europe PMC is a free database of life sciences and biomedical research information, which includes over 5.7 million full text articles and over 3.6 million abstracts.

- We require awardees to ensure that peer-reviewed articles describing original research, funded either in full or in part by MQ, are if possible, available immediately upon publication, or within six months of the publication date on Europe PMC, utilising the gold or green route to OA. We do not wish to place narrow limits on where our awardees can publish their work. For more information on journal Open Access, visit the Europe PMC website.

- Many academic journals will make a published article OA if an article processing charge (APC) is paid. Applicants may cost APC fees in their grant applications.

- Where possible, awardees should seek to retain copyright. Adopting a Creative Commons Attribution (CC-BY) license is recommended as it enables re-use of publications via text- and data-mining.

- Certain awardees may be able to use the Charity Open Access Fund (COAF) to pay for APC fees. To qualify as eligible, your award must be based in one of the 36 eligible institutions and MQ your award must have been co-funded by Versus Arthritis (previously Arthritis Research UK) or the Wellcome Trust. Other qualification criteria apply for this funding – please see website.

This policy was last updated in November 2019.